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1iEA{Jij } == - L Jijgigj - J-tBH L gi
<ij>

(2.1)
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Ai"".Q L C,~et '? L", "ffWF' ~ )v " .::. '7 :,;' 1ieff 'i

(2.6)

C~~-r: ~ .Q 0 L (J) C ~ :7 7 A7 - (J)~)ll$ anOJ A 1::0 :,;',~ 'i, :7 7 A7 - OJ9i-{IIIJOJ~ :,;' "~?}?fi
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l:"t:'~~t.:~t~'~'i4~'~, ~~OJA 1::0 ;,;-,~;Q~;Q~.o~i*(J)ff~Jt~;Qi2;* ttL~ \.Qo Ltti?~

T~L"m? (J)'i~1fE:tJ:OJ"t:', £l."F"t:"i 1 f*(J)flWJ~ Heff (J)tiZ}.~I&JJ mL, ""Ctt~13C1mflg~

ftf:~~L L~eYJ.oo t t.:, rf6i1iMDIJ-r:ttw~(J)~?1;(;jlil~l£jl?A7t1h-r:S ¢ C ~ \?f&~~s
< (~2)0

13 21m.g~ftJ:'i, Edwards-Anderson (J)~J¥~If{;Q~:77 A7 -(J)rpJL\C~i21$"t:'~ L ~ \, -::>

t~

[(O"O)2]av. = [(g,)2]av.l vi E an (2.15)

cs't'iet" \0 l:L":i!D~t.:f&~tJ:c:~ffl"\tt'i, ~iN!mIJL",j:falijjll(J)~~~~H tJet'd Heff
,~ -::> " \ "CHIlmi"" .0 L C 'IJ~"t:' ~ L",

L: aij[Heff(j)2]av. =H 2 p, +O(H4
), vi E an (2.25)

jEaO

(2.26)

(2.27)

c tJ: 7..>0 t.:tf. L, fiJIJ (a) C~:7 ,,)v (f3)'i

aij = [(O"igj)~o]av. - [(O"ogj)~o]av.,

p, == L {[(gog J)~o]av. - [(g,O"J )~o]av.}.
JEO

c~.~n"C~\.oo fi3a TSG Ii, 1m~H/j\(J)mtlH '~x1L"Cfl~H(J)flT~:$1';(;j [H;ff]av. ;Qi~~
T.ogcL"C

det a == det Il(g,gj )~o]av. - [(O"oO"j )~o]av.1 =0 (2~32)

'IJ~i?*~.o L c'IJ~L"~ 7..>0 A 1:°;.;-:7.7 A;~iffi!$'i, L(J)!Ji~~f~ T -+ Tsa + 0 -r:

- TSG (233)XSG .~ XSG • T 'T1 •
- .LSG
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Master Thesis:
Effective-Field Theory of Spin Glasses

Naomichi HATANO

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, University of Tokyo

1 Introduction

Since Edwards and AndersonP] proposed a mean-field theory, many theoreti
cal studies[2] of spin glasses have been made. Alnong others, the Sherrington
Kirkpatrick model[3], which is a model with infinite-range interactions, is well
explained by Parisi's solution[4] of the replica symmetry breaking. On the other
hand, as concerns a more realistic model, not all the properties of the 8hort
range Edwards-Anderson model[l] have been clarified yet. Non-classical critical
exponents of the spin-glass transition of the model is one of the most inter
esting problems. Since applications of the renormalization-group technique to
the spin-glass transition have a difficulty: because the upper critical dimension
ality is du = 6[5], we cannot rely on the E-expansion to know the exponents
of the 2- and 3- dimensional systems. For this reason, numerical-sinlulation
approaches[23-21,29,31-34] have been made mainly.

Recently, a new approach to critical phenolnena, the Coherent-Anolnaly Method
(CAM)[6-8,ll], was proposed by Suzuki. Usually, an approximation of a mean-field
type yields a singularity of the response-function with the classical, or Landau
type exponent, but the residue of it grows larger as the singularity point of the
mean-field theory approaches the true critical point of the infinite system by an
improvement of the approximation, reflecting the discrepancy between the clas
sical exponent and the non-classical one. The CAM is the method for obtaining
the non-classical critical exponents from a "coherent-anonlaly", or the way of the
residue to grow as the approximation is improved systematically, for example, as
the treated cluster is enlarged. So it becomesimportant to construct a systematic
series of approximations to the spin-glass transition.

In the present thesis, we construct a cluster-effective-field theory of spin
glasses. In Section 2, formulae for the spin-glass transition point and the spin
glass susceptibility are obtained. They can improve in numerical values system
atically in accord with enlargement of the cluster. In Section 3, it is mentioned
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that these formulae agree with the results of Suzuki's Super-Effective-Field The
ory (SEFT)(10.12]. Section 4 shows some examples of calculations, and also all the
numerical results obtained a:re listed there. In Section 5, the critical exponents
in the 2- and 3-dimensional'systems are obtained from CAM-analyses. These re
suIts are discussed in Section 6, by comparing them with previous results by some
other authors. Recent studies[25-34] of the critical exponents of the ±J Blodel are
listed there.

2 The Formulation of Effective-Field Theory of
Spin Glasses

In the present section, an effective-field-approximation of the spin-glass transition
is proposed. An -expression for the spin-glass susceptibility in this approxiluation
is obtained, The zero of the denominator of it gives the spin-glass transition point
TsG .

2.1 Effective Halniltonians

First, an effective Halniltonian is defined for each sample. It contains efI'ective
fields which themselves have their probability distributions.

Consider, as an original Hamiltonian, the short-range Edwards-Anderson model

1iEA {Jij } =- L: Jij(J"i(J"j - PBH L: (J"i,
<ij> i

(2.1 )

where (J"'S denote Ising spins. Each interaction J ij has its probability distribution
P( Jij ) over samples. The free energy of the total system is defined as follows:

(2.2)

where Z {Jij } denotes the partition function of a system of a bond configuration
{Jij }:

Z{Jij } =Tr e-,81tEA {Ji j },

1
(J = kBT'

and [.. ·Ja.v. denotes the quenched-average:

[.. ·Ja.v. =J... II P(Jij )dJij .

<a]>

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

For a system of a given bond-configuration, an effective Hamiltonian of a
relevant cluster n (Figure 1) is defined by
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0- I

Figure 1: The duster O.

(2.6)

where Trn denotes the trace with respect to spins which do not belong to the
cluster Q. This effective Hamiltonian can be written generally in the form

1teff - 1tn
J-tB L H;~)( i)ai

iEan

J-tB L H~:)(i, j, k )aiajak
i,j,kEan

~ J(2)(. 0)
~ eff 'l, J (Jiaj

i,jEan

L J~i)(i, j, k, l)ai(Jj(Jka,
i,j,k,IEan

... , (2.7)

,,--

(2.8)
where

1tn = - L J1J(JlaJ - J-tBH L aI
<IJ>En len

denotes the original Hamiltonian ofthe cluster O. Each of the effective-fields H eff ,

Jeff itself has its probability distribution due to the distributions of bonds of the
outside of the cluster. Two lemmas can be proved.

Lemma 1 Let the bond-distribution P( Jij ) be symmetric. In the paramagnetic
phase with no magnetic fields, the quenched-averages of all the odd effective-fields
vanish:

[H;;)]avo =0 f01' n = 1,3,5, ...

owing to the "gauge symmetry 11[13-14).

(2.9)
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Lemlna 2 Consider a spin operator S on .the cluster n. In the pararrtagnetic
phase, a quenched-average can be decomposed as follows:

(2.10)

where
Trn Se-/31lo

(S) 0. = T: _/31l ' (2.11 )rn e 0

and Trn denotes the trace with respect to spins which belong to the cl'uster n,
because the probability distrib'utions of the bonds of the inside of the cluster and
that of the outside of the cluster are independent with each other.

These lemmas are used in Section 2.2.

2.2 The One-Body-Effective-Field Approximation

Since it is impossible to determine the probability distributionsof all the effective
fields, approximations must be introduced. In the present thesis, as an approxi
mation, we neglect the "multi-body-effective-fields":

o for n = 3, 5, 7, ,

o for n = 2, 4, 6, ,

(2.12)

(2.13)

and determine the probability distributions of the "one-body-effective-fields H~~)(i)"
with a self-consistency condition. In the following, H~~) are abbreviated to Heff .

Let the bond-distribution be a symmetric function to use the gauge symmetry.
An assumption must be made.

Assumption 3 The probability distributions of the one-body-effective-fields in
the paramagnetic phase can be assumed to follow nearly Gaussian distribution, i.
e.

(2.14)

On this assumption, it is sufficient to obtain the second monlents of the probabil
ity distributions of the effective-fields for treating the paraluagnetic phase. Then
we nlake the self-consistency condition for the effective-fields as follows:

for vi E 80, (2.15)

where 0"0 denotes the spin at the centre of the cluster n. In the spin-glass phase,
this assumption probably does not hold[15-19] and we will have to deternlirre also
higher moments. (Figure 2)
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T > TSG

------'----~.I:lerr
T < TSG

Figure 2: Schematic forms of the probability distribution of lIeff .

To obtain an expression for the spin-glass susceptibility, we IllUSt discuss Equa
tion (2.15) only of the order of H 2 • For a given bond-configuration, we can expand
in an applied magnetic field and effective-fields as follows:

(ao) = (aO)IH=Heff=O + L (aOaJ)IH=Heff=O I(
JEn

+ L (aOaj)IH=Heff=O L j
jEan

+ 0(](2 ](L L 2), , ,

(eri) = (ai)IH=Heff=O + L (eri erJ )IH=Heff=O ]{

len

+ L (er·a·)1 L·
I J H=Heff=O J

jEan

+ 0(I{2 ](L L2), , ,

where
]{ = {3J.lBH,

L j ={3J.lB Reff (j).

Since lllulti-effective-fields are neglected, we can set

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

These thermal-averages can be calculated analytically. Especially we obtain

(2.21)
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In the following, (. '-)nIH=O are abbreviated to (. ~ ')00' The expansion of [(ao)2]av.
gIves

[(ao)2]av. - L [(aoaJ )AoJav.I{2
JEO

+ E [(aOa] )oo(aoaJ)00]av.I(2
]¢JEO

+ E [(aoaj}AoL;]av.
jEan

+ E [( aOai)OO(aoaj )noLi Lj]av.
i¢jEaO

+ 2· L [(aoa J}oo(aoaj)ooLj]av.I(
JEO,jEaO

+ 0(1(4) + 0(1{2[L2]av.) + 0([L4]av,). (2.22)

The quenched-averages included in the third, fourth, and fifth ternlS can be de
cOInposed owing to Lemma 2: (2.10). In addition to that, the second and fourth
terms vanish owing to the gauge symmetry[13-14], (see Appendix A) and the fifth
term vanishes owing to Lemma 1: (2.9). Terms 0(1(2[L2]av.) and 0([L4]av.) are of
the order of 1(4 owing to Assumption 3: (2.14). Also [(ai)2]av. can be expanded
similarly. Consequently, the remaining terms are

[(ao)2]av. = E[(aOaJ)~0]av.I(2 + E [(aOaj)~o]av.[L;]av. +0(1(4),
JEO jEaO

[(ai)2]av. = E[(aiaJ)~0]av.l(2 + E [(aiaj)~o]av.[L;]av. + 0(1(4).
JEn jEaO

(2.23)

(2.24)

Substitution of (2.23) and (2.24) in the self-consistency condition (2.15) yields
the set of the equations:

where

E ai}[Heff (j)2]av. = H2Pi + 0(H4) for vi E an,·
jEan

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

aij =[(aiaj)~o]av. - [(aOaj)~o]av.,

Pi =L {[(aOaJ)~o]av. - [(aiaJ)~o]av.}.
JEO

Equations (2.25) give the second moments of the effective-fields Heff(j) in the
form

[H (')2] H2
'" rvJ~lf3; + 0(H4

)eff J av. = L...J ~. •
iEao

H2 .
d L ajif3i + 0(H 4

),
et a iEao
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where the matrix (&) denotes the cofactor matrix of the matrix (a):

(2.29)

As previously mentioned, it is sufficient to determine the second mOlnents of
the probability distributions of the effective-fields for obtaining an expression for
the spin-glass susceptibility in the paramagnetic phase. Substitution of (2.28) in
(2.23) yields

[(ao)2]av. - {L[(O"oaJ)~o]av.
Jen

+ d 1 L [("'O"'i)~o]av.&;.i,8.i}J(2 + O(J(4).
et a i,je&n

(2.30)

Then we arrive at the formula for the spin-glass susceptibility:

XSG
2 8 [ 2]

N J-lB 8(H2) (0"0) avo H=O

- N /12 J-l~ { L [(0"00" J )~o]av.
len

+d ~ L [{aOai)~o]ava;.i,8.i}'
e a i,jean

(2.31)

The spin-glass susceptibility diverges with the critical exponent "'Is = 1. This
divergence can be understood to correspond to the transition from the param
agnetic phase to the spin-glass phase. The spin-glass transition point TSG is
determined as follows:

(2.32)

(2.33)as T --1- TSG + 0,

Near and above the transition point, this spin-glass susceptibility of the type of
the effective-field theory shows the following behaviour:

_ TSG
XSG ~ XSG . T r[1

- .1 SG

with

d
dT det a

T=TSG

(2.34)

This quantity (2.34) plays an important role in the CAM: See Se~tion 5.
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When all the Zan sites i E an are located in equivalent positions in view of
geometrical symmetries of the cluster n, we can set

(2.35)

Then the expressions (2.31), (2.32) and (2.34) take the rather simple forms

CO=C1 at T=TsG ,

respectively, where·

(2.36)

(2.37)

(2.38)

Bo

Co

and

L [(aoa l)~o]av.,
lEn

L [(ai a1 )~o]av.,
lEn

L [(aOai)~o]av. = zan[(aOai)~O]av.,
jEan

(2.39)

(2.40)

(2.41)

zoo

C 1 = L [(O"iaj)Ao]av. = L[(O"iO"j)Ao]av..
jEan j=1

(2.42)

for 3i E an. It can be understood[lO] that Equation (2.36) with (2.41) and (2.42)
represents balance between "ordering effects" and "disordering effects".

These are the results of the one-body-effective-field approximation for the
cluster n. It is expected that the approximation is improved gradually as we
calculate on larger clusters.

3· The Super-Effective-Field-Theory (SEFT) and
Its Application to Spin Glasses

The formulae obtained in the previous section agree with the results of the Super
Effective-Field Theory (SEFT)[lO-12] proposed by Suzuki. In the present section,
the general formulation of the SEFT and its application[10] to spin gla.sses are
reviewed.
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.3.1 The General Formulation of the SEFT

A phase transition is none other than spontaneous symmetry breaking. In the low
temperature phase, an infinitesimal perturbation of. a symmetry-breaking type
causes instability and the whole system falls into a non-symmetric state: See
Figure 3. In a usual effective-field theory, the effective-field plays a role of such
a perturbation. It has been, however, always justified to introduce the effective
field by some modifications of the original Hamiltonian of the systelu. In the
SEFT, the super-effective-field is introduced ad hoc as an extra degree of freedom
to examine the stability of the system.

Consider a phase transition characterized by an order parameter (Q) =f:. 0,
·where Q is the sum of local or semi-local operators {Qi} with a modular factor

(3-.1 )

where
(3.2)

The operator Qi is defined on a support Si, which Inay be a site, a plaquette
or something else. The modular factors[lO-ll] are introduced here to discuss, for
example, staggered magnetization. A conjugate field A of the operator Q is
applied on the original symmetric Hauiil tonian 11(0) as follows:

it =n(O) - AQ. (3.3)

It is expected that, because of instability, the linlit operation A ---+ 0 after the
thermodynamic limit yields (Q) =f:. 0 in the symmetry-breaking phase, and that
the response of (Q) to A shows singular behaviour at the transition point.

Of course, for the system of this Hamiltonian cannot be solved exactly in most
cases, we must make an approximation of it to the "super-effective" HamiltonianPO-ll]

of the cluster n (Figure 4):

F

_---.;:a.","""---L--~ (Q)
o

Figure 3: A "potential" of a system in its low-temperature phase.
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Figure 4: A cluster constructed of supports.

(3.4)

The "super-effective-fields" Ai are detennined by the self-consistency conditions:

(3.5)

where Qo denotes the operator on the support So at the centre of the cluster.
To obtain an expression for the response-function XQ, we have only to discuss

quantities of the order of A. Expansions of (Qo) and (Qi) in A and Ai give

(Qo) L(QoQJ)no 1< + L (QoQj)no Aj + O(I<2,I<A,A2), (3.6)
Jen jean

(Qi) - L (QiQJ)no 1< + L (QiQj)no Aj + 0(1(2, ](A, A2
), (3.7)

Jen jEan

where

]( _. f3A,

Ai - f3A i ,

and
'I'rn ... e-j31i~)

(. . -)no = (0) . •
Trn e-j31io

Substitution of (3.6) and (3.7) in (3.5) gives

2: O!ijAj = Af3i + O(A2) for \Ii E 80,
jEan
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where
aij =(QJjj}no - (QoQj}OO'

!3i =L {(QoQ J }no - (QiQJ)no}.
JEO

The super-effective-fields are determined by

Aj = d A :E iij .j3i + D(A2),
et a iEan

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

where we write
a-:-:1 = aij (3.15)

JJ - det a

By substituting (3.14) in (3.6), (Go) generated by A is written in the fornl

(Qo) = {L (QoQ J}no
lEn

+ d 1 :E (QoQ.hlOii'jj3j}J( + 0(1(2). (3.16)
et a i,jEan

The expression for the response-function of the order parameter (Q) to A is, in
this approxinlation, given[10-11] by

(3.17)

(3.19)T --7> Tc + 0,as

The function (3.'17) diverges at det a = O. This divergence is expected to nlean
instability of the symmetric state and a transition to a sYlnmetry-breaking phase.
The transition point is determined by the following equation[lO-ll]:

det a = det /(QiQj}no - (QoQj)oo/ = 0 at T = Te • (3.18)

At the transition point, the "susceptibility" (3.17) has a singularity with the
classical exponent 'Y = 1 as follows:

_ Te
XQ ~ XQ' T - T

e

with[lO-ll]
L (QoQJooaiJ'!3j

N ., a"
- ',JE u (3 '>0)
XQ = T2 . d ...,

e dT deta
T=Tc

Formulation[10-11] for quantum systems are quite similar. The SEFT has been
already applied to the chiral transition[12]: See the refernces of Ref.[11].
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'3.2 Applications of tIle SEFT to Spin Glasses

It is another problem how to apply the SEFT to spin glasses. In Suzuki's paper[10],
two "real replicas" are introduced. The reason why the number of the replicas is
two is that we need only the second moment of (a).

The original Hamiltonian is given by

1lo = - E L Jija~a)a;a),

a=I,2 <ij>

(3.21 )

where a denotes each replica, and a(a) denotes a spin on the a-th replica. The
bond-configurations of two replicas are the same as each other. The operator Q
of (3.1) is defined as follows:

Q =L Qi =E ap)a;2).
, ,

• l

(3.22)

(3.23)it ='lto - A L ap)a~2).
l

Then, corresponding to (3.3), the Hamiltonian which includes the conjugate field
A is described[10] by

The 'field A is an interaction between two replicas. When A = 0, the two replicas
decompose into two independent systems of the same bond-configuration, and we
obtain the Edwards-Anderson order parameter from Q:

(3.24)

The super-effective Hamiltonian for spin glasses is defined as follows (Figure
5):

1i~ = ~ ?tea) - A ~ a(1)a(2) - ~ A'aP)a~2)
s - L.J 0 L.J I J. L.J l l .,

a=1,2 lEO iEan

(3.25)

(1)
(J.

I

___ !\e~ ____ a~2)
.... .... .... ·1

replica 1 replica 2
Figure 5: Two real replicas and super-effective fields between them.
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where
1i{a) = - '" J a{a)a(a)n - L- IJ I J'

<IJ>En

The self-consistency conditions for Ai are given by (3.5):

(3.26)

(3.27)

The same calculations as (3.6) - (3.17) yield the response-function XQ[lO]:

(3.28)

This expression for the response-function agrees with that for the spin-glass sus
ceptibility of the effective-field theory (2.31) in Section 2 except a factor. Also
Equations (3.18) and (3.20) agree with (2.32) and (2.34) correspondingly.

4 Examples of Some Clusters and Numerical
Results

In the following, we restrict ourselves to the ±J model, or the model with the
following probability-distribution function of interactions (Figure 6):

1
pel) =2"{8(J -Jo) + 8(J + Jon, (4.1)

with Jo > O. Examples of the effective-field approximation in Section 2 for two
clusters and all the results obtained are mentioned in the present section.

------I---~--------J
-JO 0 JO

Figure 6: The ±J Inodel.
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4.1 The First Approximation (the "Bethe Approxima
tion") and the Mean-Field Approximatiorl as a Lirnit
of It

First, considerPO] a site and the nearest-neighbouring sites of it as the cluster 0:
See Figure 7. This is the cluster used in the well-known Bethe approxinlation for
the ferromagnetic phase transition. The' Hamiltonian of this cluster is given by

z

1tn =-L JOi(JO(Ji.
i=l

(4.2)

The correlation functions with respect to this Hamiltonian can be easily calculated
as followS[10]:

«(JOO"i)rW - tanh ,BJOi

- AOit for i = 1 2' ... z (4.3)
" "

«(Ji(Jj)no -' «(Ji(JO)OO( (J0(Jj )00

- A ioA ojt
2 for i "f jEan, (4.4)

where
AOi =sgn JOi ' (4.5)

t =tanh (3Jo > O. (4.6)

Taking the quenched-averages of (4.3) and (4.4) with respect to the probability
distribution (4.1) results in

[( (JO(Ji)~O]av. - t2 for vi E an,
[«(Ji(Jj)~o]av. - t 4 for vi "f jEan.

ao

(4.7)

(4.8)

... ai···

Figure 7: The cluster used in the "Bethe approximation". The sylnbol "0" de
notes the boundary sites, at which the effective fields are applied.
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The equation which determines the spin-glass transition point is (2.36), or

zt2 = 1 + (z - 1)t4 at T = TsG , (4.9)

which gives

tanh ( JO(B)) = ..j 1_ .
kBTSG Z 1

The spin-glass susceptibility is obtained froln (2.37) in the form[lO]

(B) _ N 2 4 1 + t
2

XSG - f3 J-tB 1 _ (z _ 1)t2 •

(4.10)

(4.11 )

(4.12)

These expressions agree with that obtained by Katsura[20-21] using the method of
the distribution function. Near the transition point, x~BJ behaves as (2.33) with

dB) = N Itt. Jo . z
XSG J6 kBT~~) 2(z - 2)Vz - l'

The numerical results of (4.10) and (4.12) are as follows[lO]: In the 2-dimensional
system,

( Jo) 1
tanh (B) = r;)'

kBTSG v 3

T~~) = 1.51865(Jo/ kB ),

ts~ = ..j3 1 (B) = O.38017(Jl~/J~),
3 TSG

and in the 3-dinlensional system,

for z = 4, (4.13)

(4.14)for z = 6.

.tanh ( JO(B)) = ~,
kBTSG v5

T~~) = 2.07809( Jo/ kB ),

X~~ = ..;53 (B) = O.16140(Jl~/J~),
4 5 TSG

In the limit of z --+ 00, the asynlptotic forms of (4.10) and (4.11) give[9-10]

r.(W) Jo -I ( Jo ) J0.Ji (4.15)-SG .
,....; k . tanh (W) ~ k' z,

B kBTSG B

(W) N f32 4 1 + 1(2
(4.16)XSG - J-tB 1 . E"2'- Z \

_(W) NJ-t~ .~ (4.17)XSG - J6 2z'
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Figure 8: The "Weiss approximation", or the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model.

where
}

7 Jo ( )\. = kBT' 4.18

These expressions agree with that obtained from the mean-field theory by Ed
wards and Anderson[l], which correspond to the Weiss approximation of the fer
romagnetic transition (Figure 8), or the solution of the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick
model(3]. The numerical results of (4.15) and (4.17) are as follows: In the 2
dimensional system, we have

T~'::) = 2( Jo/ kB ), }

~W) 1( 4/J2) for z = 4,
XSG = 8 J.lB 0'

and in the 3-dimensional system, we obtain

(4.19)

(4.20)
T~'::) = V6(Jo/kB ), }

-:-/"'W) -.:. 1 ( 4/J2) for z = 6.
XSG - 12 J.lB 0'

By comparing the results of the mean-field approximation (4.19)-(4.20) with
that of the Bethe approximation (4.13)-(4.14), it can be concluded that the tran
sition points of the latter are lower than those of the former and the coeffi
cients {XSG} are greater accordingly. This observation can be expected from the
CAM[6.S]: See Section 5.

4.2 The Second Approximation (the "Square Approxi-
nlation")

Next, as the second approximation[lO] , consider the four spins around a plaquette
and the nearest-neighbouring sites of them: See Figure 9. The Halniltonian of
this cluster is as follows:

(JO,l aOal + J l ,2 a l a2 + J2,3a 2a 3 + J3,Oa3a O)
3 z-2

L L Ji,ikaiaik.
i=O k=l
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(J I " .. ",!°O,'-20-----+---4---{

°3,,-2 u---.---._--o 02,,-2

Figure 9: The cluster used in the "square approximation" .

The effective-fields are applied on the boundary sites

an ={O"ikli = 0, 1,2,3, k = 1,2, ... ,z - 2}. (4.22)

As the following calculations involve a "frustr,ation" explicitly, in SOine sense,
properties of spin glasses emerge after this approximation for the first time.

Some correlation functions with respect to this Hamiltonian are obtained as
follows or diagrammatically shown in Figure 10:

(4.23)

(4.24)

where cI> denotes whether a frustration exists on the plaquette at the centre of

M+U": '......

1 + 0 '
D+C
1 -1- 0

Figure 10: Diagrams for some correlation functions.
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+
non-frustrated frustrated

Figure 11: A non-frustrated plaquette and a frustrated one.

the cluster:

(4.27)

(4.25)

(4.28)

(4.26)

(4.29)

<I> =Ao lA l 2A 2 3A 3 O.J J J J

When <I> =+1, th~ four spins on the plaquette do not frustrate, and when <I> = -1,
they do: See Figure 11. We obtain from (4.23) and (4.24)

_
(

t + <I>t 3 ) 2
(UOUl)~O

1 + <I>t 4

(

t2 + <I>t2 ) 2 •
(UOU2)~O =

1 + <I>t4

These expressions mean that the squares of the correlation functions do not de
pend on configurations of interactions perfectly, but depends only on <I> , or on
configurations of the frustration. This statement holds for more general systeul:
See Appendix A.

To take the quenched-averages of (4.26) and (4.27), we must know only the
probability of <I> = + 1 and that of <I> = +1. They are easily obtained as

1
P(<I> = +1) - 2'

1
P(iP = -1) - 2.

Also in larger systems with the probability distribution of interactions in the fonn
(4.1), the probabilities that a frustration exists or does not exist on a plaquette
are, in general, ~ independently of configurations of frustrations on the other
plaquettes except a restriction in the 3- and higher dimensional systems. Now we
obtain(lO]

G01(t) - [(aOal)~O]&v. = ~ {(~: ~:) \ C=~:r} ,
G02(t) _ [(aOa2)~O]&v. = ~ ( 1~2t4 ) 2

(4.30)

(4.31 )
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Figure 12: Decomposition of a correlation function.

Another correlation function is given[lO] by

[(O"OO"li)Ao]av. = [(o-oO"l)Ao]av. [(0"1 O"li)Ao]av.
= G01 ' t2

, (4.32)

or diagrammatically shown in Figure 12. In general, for a system which consists
of two clusters contacting with each other at only one site, the quenched-averages
of the squares of correlation functions between one site on one cluster and one on
another cluster can be decomposed[lO] in the paramagnetic phase as (4.32): See
Appendix B.

Now we can calculate (2.39)-{2.42) explicitly as follows:

B o - L[(O"OO"J)~o]av.
JEO

{I + (z - 2)t2}{1 + 2G01 + C O2 }' (4.33)

B 1 L [(O"iO"J)~o]av.
JEO

1 - t4 + {I + (z - 2)t2}{1 + 2C01 +G02 }t2, (4.34)

Co - L [(O"OO"i)~o]av.
jEaO

(z - 2){1 + 2G01 + C O2 }t2, (4.35)

and

L [(O"iO"j)~o]av.
jEaO

1 - t4 + (z - 2){1 + 2001 + 002}t4
,

respectively. The transition point is determined by the equation

(4.36)

(4.38)

Co = C1 at T = TsG . (4.37)

Also the spin-glass susceptibility is given by Equation (2.37). The numerical
resul ts of them are as follows[lO]: In the 2-dimensional system, we have

TJ~Q) = 1.45543(Jo/kB ), }
, ) for z = 4,

XS~Q = O.48918(p~/Jg),
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and in the 3-dimensional system, we obtain

~~:: = 2.06404(Jo/kB),} for z = 6.
XSG = ·0.16880(J-l~/J~),

(4.39)

Comparing these values with (4.19)-(4.20) and (4.13)-(4.14), it can again be ob
served that improvements of the approximation cause successive decrease in TSG

. and increase in XSG'

4.3 Numerical Results of tile 2- and 3-Dimensional Sys
tems

Further calculations were done by the brick-laying transfer method[8] on comput
ers.

The treated clusters of the 2-dimensional system are listed in Figure 13. All
the results obtained from them are listed in Table 1. Also the treated clusters of
the 3-dimensional' system are listed in Figure 14, the results in Table 2.

Table 1: Results of the 2-dilnensional system.

logXSG
2D- a 2.00000 0.12500 0.693147 -2.07944

b 1.51865 0.38017 0.417822 -0.96714·
c 1.45543 0.48918 0.375301 -0.71503
d 1.34379 0.77969 0.295494 -0.24886
e 1.23795 1.31524 0.213457 -0.27402

f 1.17823 1.77188 0.164013 -0.57204
g 1.04629 3.76646 0.045251 1.32614

t) The symbols a, b," . denote the clusters in Figure 13.
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Figure 13:- Treated clusters of the 2-dimensional system. The symbol "0" denotes
the boundary sites of the clusters.
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Figure 14: Treated clusters of the 3-dimensional system. The symbol "0" denotes
the boundary sites of the clusters.
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Table 2: Results of the 3-dimensional system.

cluster~ TsG(Jo/ kB ) I XSG(J-l~/Jg) Ilog(TsG - 1.2) I log XSG

3D - a[10] 2.44949 0.08333 0.22274 -2.48491
b[1O] 2.07809 0.16140 -0.13000 -1.82385
clIO] 2.06404 0.16880 -0.14614 -1.77907

d 2.03051 0.18825 -0.18572 -1.66999
e 2.00434 0.20459 -0.21773 -1.58719

f 1.97693 0.21892 -0.25241 -1.51904

9 1.92534 0.27110 -0.32112 -1.30528
h 1.79015 0.50646 -0.52738 -0.68030
.t

1.892(4) 0.304(3) -0.368(6) -1.189(4)z+

jt 1.710(5) 0.725(18) -0.674(10) -0.321(26)

. t) The sYlubols a, b,' .. denote tbe clusters in Figure 14.
t) For these clusters, we take tbe quenched-averages of saluples which are randomly
chosen out of all, because of the limit of the computational time and memories; about
0.03% out of all for the cluster i, and about 0.17% for the cluster j are chosen.

5 Analyses by the Coherent-Anomaly Method
(CAM)

In the present section, data listed in Section 4 are analysed using the Coherent
Anonlaly Method[6-8] proposed by Suzuki. The spin-glass transition points and
the critical exponents 'Ys of the 2- and 3- diluensional systems are mentioned.

5.1 The Theory of the Coherent-Anonlaly Method

First, the CAM is briefly reviewed.
Consider a critical phenomenon. Near and above the transition point T~*),

the response function of the order paralueter to an applied field is expected to
show such behaviour ~

(5.1)

wi th the fractional exponent
'Y > 1. (5.2)
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On the other hand, ordinary effective~field theories, which pay attention only
to the linear response, yield the "classical", or "Landau-type" behaviour of the
response function as shown in Section 2:

as T ~ T(n) + 0c , (S.3)

with

"V-I, - ,
(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(S.7)forlim XCn)(T) = XC*)(T)
n-+oo

the discrepancy between the exponents (S.2) and (S.S) is expected to cause the
anomaly of x:

where n specifies a type of the approximation.
Consider a series of approxilnations; n = 1,2,3, ... If the series converges to

the true system, or

(5.8)

(5.9)as

For not only the spin-glass but general phase-transitions, Suzuki proposed that
there nlay exist sOlne systematic series of approxinlations for which the residue X
can be written in the form[6-7]

-,dn) -. C'
X - (T1n ) _ r1*»)tP

and correspondingly, the response function takes the form

as (S.10)

This behaviour is called the "coherent-anolnaly", and the series which shows this
anomaly is called a "canonical series". After some discussions[6-7] using the "enve
lope theory" or the "finite-degree-of-approximations scaling", which is anal~gous

to Fisher's finite-size scaling theory[22]" the "coherent-anomaly relation" can be
derived as follows[6-7]:

'Y='tf;+1.

According to the above discussions, fitting some numerical data

(5.11 )

T(l)
c ,

>(1),
(5.12)
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to the function (5.9) may give the true c;ritical-exponent 'Y with rather good
accuracy using the relation (5.11). The CAM has been applied to such critical
phenomena as the ferromagnetic and the chiral transition[12J, and yields the good
results: See the references of Ref.[ll].

5.2 Data Analyses

In the following, the results of applications of the CAM to the data listed In
Section 4 are mentioned.

Consider a temperature-dependent variable x(T). If this variable can be ex
panded as

x - Xso = x(T) - x(Tso ) ~ aCT - TsG ) (5.13)

near T ~ Tso , then the spin-glass susceptibility near and above the transition
point, T~ T~~ + 0,· can be written using the variable x in the form

X~~(T) ~
c

(T - T~~)~8
Ca~s

\

. (*) I~s .x - xso
(5.14)

The same discussion as in Section 5.1 can be applied[6) to the variable x too. The
spin-glass susceptibility derived in Section 2 and Section 3 can be represented in
the form

2G(X)
XSG = f3 F(x)' (5.15)

Then near and above the spin-glass transition point xso, which is determined by

F(xSG) = 0,

the spin-glass susceptibility behaves as

1 G(xso)
XSG(x) ~ -. ---~~--

T§G (x - xso)d:F(XSG)

1 G(xso) 1

- T§o xsod:F(xsG) E

where

as € ~ 0,

(5.16)

(5.17)

E =Ix :s:so I.
The coefficient Xso can be defined as follows(6):

_ _ 1G(xso)
Xso(XSG) = T.2 d F( )

SG XSG dx Xso
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Of course, this can be transformed from XSG(TsG ) easily by the formula

To
XSG(XSG) = 10'1~ . XSG(TsG ).
.. XSG·

According to the CAM theory, XSG may show[6] the coherent anomaly:

Gil
X(n)(x(n)) ~ as n -7 00, or. IX(sn

G
) - X (s*G) 1-7 O.

SG SG - I (n) <*)l tP
X SG - XSG

(5.20)

(5.21 )

(5.22)

When a series of approximations is canonical enough to show the coherent
anomaly, data of T~~ and 'ljJ derived from the CAM-analyses are expected not
to depend on the choice of the variable x. In the following analyses of the 3:
dimensional syste.m,. the variables

x = T, tanh (~), e- ~

are used.

5.2.1 The 2-Dimensional Systeln

In the 2-dimensional spin-glass system of Ising spins, the conclusion that T~~ = 0
is now quite acceptable. By the way, there are two types of the definition of the
response function; the Edwards-Anderson susceptibility as

XEA = ~ .~[(O";aj?].v.,
I,)

and the spin-glass susceptibility as

(5.23)

(5.24)

In the case of TJ~ = 0, there exists discrepa.ncy between the critical exponents
of the singularity of (5.23) and (5.24) as follows:

1
(5.25)XEA ex

T"Ys'
1

(5.26)XSG ex T- ,"Y8

with
is = 'Ys + 2. (5.27)
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Figure 15: The data points b-g are fitted to the function

log XSG = -5.161og(TsG ) + 1.6.
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Figure 16: The data points b-g are fitted to the function

log XSG = 7.1/TsG - 5.4.
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Table 3: The CAM-analyses ·of the 2-dimensional system.

data pointst log X = -.-'l/J 10g(TsG - T~~) + C jitting with T~~ = 0

"Is = 't/J + 1t T~d(Jo/kB)t 'Ys=;j;-lt*
a to g. 3.7(3) 0.68(7) 4.3(3)
b to 9 6.0(3) 0.22(7) 5.16(5)

b,c,e,!,g 6.2(2) 0.20(4) 5.14(4)
d,e,!,g 7(1) 0.03(22) 5.28(4)
b,e,g 6.32 0.171 5.15(5)
c,d,! 4.71 0.510 5.11(1)
e,!,g 4.84 0.439 5.27(7)

t) The data-points- a, b, ... denote the clusters in Figure 13.
t) Errors of these data are estimated from the errors appearing in the
least-square-fitting to the functions.
* ) :;p == 1s - 1 == "Ys + 1: See the relation (5.27).

In the present thesis, we use the definition XSG, but generally the definition XEA

is used.
The results of the least-square-fitting of the data on the 2-dimensional system

(Table 1) to the function (5.21) are shown in Table 3. Also some exaluples
of the fitting are plotted in Figures 15 and 16. The variables tanh(l/T), and
exp(-l/T) cannot be used to analyse theIn, because of the impossibility of the
expansion (5.13).

5.2.2 The 3-DiInensional Systeln

The results obtained from the dCi.ta on the 3-dimensional system (Table 2) are
also shown in Table 4. In the least-square-fitting of data on the 3-dimensional
system, a difficulty arises: Data only on the clusters hand j have statistical errors
because of the Monte-Carlo-sampling. The present analyses are n1ade using the
statistical errors for data on the clusters hand j, and using the errors appearing
in the least-square-fitting for data on other clusters. This method is, howev~r,

still open to discussions, because they are of different types of errors. Some plots
are shown in Figures 17, 18, and 19.
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Table 4: The CAM-analyses of the 3-dimensional system.
The fitting function used here is

I ~n)( (n») iI/·1 I (n) ('!') I Cog XSG XSG = -'f/ og X SG - XSG + .

used variable x

data pointt x-T x = tanh (~).
1

x=e-7"

. t ~(*) (1IL) t -y: :r.(*)t -yt :r.(*)t'Ys SG kB SG SG

a.to j 2.46(6) 1.51(2) 3.0(1) 1.45(2) 3.9(1) 1.39(2)
b to j 3.2(2) 1.36(5) 4.5(6) 1.22(9) 5.8(8) 1.15(9)

b, c, d,j to j 3.2(2) 1.35(5) -- -- -- --
b, c, d, g, i 4.70(1) 0.913(3) -- -- -- --

b,c,d,h,j 3.30(3) 1.343(8) 5.2(1) 1.14(2) 6.8(2) 1.06(2)
!,g,h,i,j 6.9(3.9) 0.5(8) -- -- -- --

t) Tbe data-points a, b, ... denote tbe clusters in Figure 14.
t) Errors of these data are estimated from the errors appearing in the
least-sQuare-fitting to the functions.
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Figure 17: The data point b-g are fitted to the function
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logXSG = -2.2Iog(TsG - 1.36) - 2.5.
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Figure 18: The data point b-g are fitted to the function

log Xso = -3.510g{tanh(1/1.22) - tanh(l/Tso )} - 7.2.
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Figure 19: The data point b-g are fitted to the function

logX~o = -4.810g{exp(-1/Tso) - exp(-I/1.15)} -10.3.
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6 Discussions and Summary

6.1 Conclusion for tIle 2-Din"lensional System

In the 2-dinlensional system, it can be concluded that the assumption of T~~ =0
yields a better conclusion. .

1. Figure 15 suggests that we had better excluded the point a of the "Weiss
approximation". The Weiss approximation may not take part in the "canon
ical series" of the effective-field theory.

2. Taking the point d into account reduces the degree of the fitness.

3. We can fit the points b, e, and 9 well. Each of the series b-e-g and c- j may
be a part of different canonical~series.

4. When we set both 'ljJ and T~~ being free parameters and fit the data to the
function

we may obtain

and

log XSG = -'ljJ log(TsG - T~~) + C,

"'Is ~ 6.

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

5. When we set T~~ = 0 as in most studies and fit the data to the function (
6.1 ), we obtain

"'Is ~ 5,

and especially, using the points b-e-g we obtain

"'Is = 5.15(5) for T~~ =0 :

(6.4)

(6.5)

See Figure 15. These are in good agreement with the data[30] of the high
temperature-expansion: See Table 5.

6. The data are also fitted to the func tion

_ Cl
log XSG = -;::;:;:- - C2 :

.1SG
(6.6)

See Figure 16. The linearity of this fitting is worse than that of the fitting
to the function ( 6.1 ).The last two data-points j, and 9 yield the values
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Table 5: Recent studies of the 2-dilnensional ±J model.

conclusionmethodOauthors

Morgenstern-
MC sim. r.(*) = 0

Binder('79-'80)[23] SG -

Morgenstern( '82)[24] TM+ 7'.(*) = 0
MC calc. SG -

exponents* assuming T~~ = 0

18 V '7
Binder('82) [25J MC sim. rv4 rv2 --

Young{ '83)[26J MC sim. rv4 rv2 --

McMillan('83)[27] MC sim. 4.5(5)l 2.64(23) 0.28{4)
Cheung-

TM + FSS -- 2.59(13) --
McMillan( '83)[28]

Young{'84) [29] MC sinl.
4.1 2.75

682, 1282 --

Singh- HTE
5.3(3)Chakraverty{ '86 )[30] up to w 19 -- --

Bhatt-
siln. + FSS 4.6(5)t 2.6{4) 0.20(5)Young( '88)[31]

t ) "MC" denotes Monte Carlo. "TM" denotes the transfer-matrix metbod."FSS"
denotes the finite-size-scaling. "HTE" denotes the high-temperature expansion in
w = tanh2 (1/T).
t ) These 1'8 are obtained from tbe scaling relation 18 = (2 - 1])1I.

* ) To know the definition of the exponents, see Appendix C.

Recent studies[23-31] concerning the critical exponents of the 2-dimensional ±J
model with Ising spins are listed in Table 5. For this system, the result T~~ = 0
had been almost confirmed till 1982, and after that, studies on this assumption
have been developed. As the error bars of data in the last two rows[30-31] of Table
5 overlap with each other, it is plausible that 18 ~ 5. The present result confirms
this conclusion.

6.2 Conclusion for the 3-Dimensional System

Results of the 3-dinlensional system have anlbiguity. It is difficult to conclude
them with a firnl va.lue.
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Figure 20: The values 1/J fitted under the fixed values T~~. Fitting variables are
1

TSG (the solid line), tanh m
l (the dotted line), and e-TSG (the broken line). The

olsa
symbols "e" indicate the values of the best fittings.

1. As in the 2-dimension system, the data of the "Weiss approximation" do
. not seem to fit to the other data: See Figure 17 .

2. On the other hand, also the data point j does not seem to fit to the other
data. It is a possible case that the series of approximations has not con
verged enough to show the coherent.-anOlnaly.

3. As for fitting the data using the variable x = T, it seenlS to be plausible to
conclude that

and
"Ys > 3,

(6.8)

(6.9)

but the data using the variables tanh(l/T) and e-1/ T suggest some other
values: See Table 4 and Figures 17, 18 and 19. The values 1/J fitted for' some
fitting variables under the fixed values T~~ are plotted in Figure 20. The
curves do not agree with each other. This indicates that the series of the
approximations is not canonical enough. Besides, these data do not agree
with the recent results by other authors: See below.

4. The fractional behaviour which characterizes the 3-dimensional system may
emerge after more body-like clusters such as the cluster j for the first time.
In other words, calculations of larger clusters may be needed to observe
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Table 6: Recent studies of the 3-dimensional ±J model.

authors rr;t·ethodt 7: (h.) expo neonts*SG kB

'Ys I v rJ

Young('84) [29] MC sim. < 1.0 2.9<> 1.2<> -0.4<>
643

Ogielski- MC sim.
1.20(5) rv 2.4+ 1.2( 1) -0.1(1)Morgenstern('85 )[32] 643

Bhatt- MC sim. 1 2+0.1 rv 3.2+ 1.3(3) -0.3(2)Young('85) [33] 33
rv 203 . -0.2

Ogielski( '85)[34] MC Silll.
1.175(25) 2.9(3) 1.3( 1) -0.22(5)

83
rv 643

Singh- HTE
1.2(1) 2.9(5) 1.3(2) -0.25(17)Chakraverty('86)[3O] up to W

17

t ) "MC" denotes Monte Carlo. "HTE" denotes the high-temperature expansion in

w= tanh2(1/T).
t ) These 'Ys are obtained from the scaling relation'Ys = (2 - 1])v.
<> ) These exponents are obtained on the assumption thatTsG =1.2.
* ) To know the definition of the exponents, see Appendix C.

the coherent-anomaly. Then a more efficient algorithm must be developed,
because it comes now near the limit 6f the computational time.

Recent studies[29-30,32-34] concerning the spin-glass transition point and the
critical exponents of the 3-dimensional ±J model with Ising spins are listed in
Table 6.

After some oscillations between the positive conclusion and negative conclu
sions, some studies[30,32-34] on Monte-Carlo sinlulations of large scale concluded
that the lower critical dimensionality is

(6.10)

i. e. the spin-glass transition occurs in the 3-dimensional Ising-spin-glass system.
As shown in the last two rows of the Table 6, in 1986, the data[30] by the method of
the high-temperature expansion, which seems to be quite independent of lnethods
of simulations, agreed with t.he Monte-Carlo data[34] very well. Their conclusion
is as follows:

and
'Ys ~ 2.9.
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6.3 Sunlnlary

An effective-field theory was constructed and the results of the mean-field and
Bethe approximations were fe-derived. Further calculations and application of
the CAM to them show usefulness of this theory. Especially for the 2-dimensional
systems, we obtain the spin-glass transition point T~~ = 0 and the critical ex

ponent 'Ys near T~~ = 0, which agree with the results by other authors well, by
calculations of rather small clusters. As for the 3-dimensional systellls, however,
we may have to treat larger clusters to evaluate accurate critical values by using
the CAM theory.
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A The Gauge Symmetry

The "gauge symmetry" property[13-14] of the Edwards-Anderson model was used
in Section 2. In the present appendix, correlation functions which vanish in taking
the quenched-averages of them, and "gauge-invariant" finite correlation functions
are discussed.

Consider the Edwards-Anderson model with Ising spins; (2.1). The local
"gauge transformation" of a state of a spin-configuration {ai} and a bond-configuration
{ A ij }, where Aij =sgn Jij , is defined as follows:

where
T _ ±1.

Tiai,
TiAijTj,

(A.l)

(A.2)

The Hamiltonian with no magnetic fields ?to' is invariant under this transfonna
tion:

1iO{ai, A ij } = - L IJiil aiAijaj ---7

<ij>

1to{ aL A~j} = - L IJijl a:A:jaj = 1to{ ai, Aij}.
<ij>
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(A.4)

The partition function of a given bond~configuration {Aij} is also invariant:

Zo{ Aij} = TrO" e-fi1-l0{O"i,Aij} ~

Zo{A~;} - TrO"le-fi1-lo{O":,A~j} = Zo{Aij }.

In consequence, the set of all the bond-configurations are classified into "gauge
invariant" subsets, in which samples can be transformed to each other, and sam
ples of the same subset have the same physical properties. In the following, two
samples {Aij} and {A~j} of the same gauge-invariant subset are denoted in the
form

{Aij} fV {A~j}'

Owing to (A.4), we obtain for {Aij } fV {A~j}

(A.S)

-kBT 10gZo{Aij}

F{A~j}'

__1_ . Tr S{a. A .. } e-,81-lo{u i ,A;j}
ZO{Aij} I' I)

(S){Aij }'

(A.6)

(A.7)

where S denotes such an operator as

(A.8)

Each gauge-invariant subset can be characterized by the configuration of the
frustrations {<I>ijkl}, where i, j, k, l are four sites around a plaquette and

(A.9)

See Figure 21. First, the configuration of the frustrations {<I>ijkl} IS gauge
invariant:

(A.I0)

I

1 I

Ali

1
Ik

1,1 Aij I)
1 1

Figure 21: The definition of the frustration.
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Eq.(A.12)
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Figure 22: Gauge-invariant quantities.

Next, it is easily shown on small clusters that the partition function of the sam
ples which belong to different gauge-invariant subsets are not equal to each other.
Consequently, the gauge-invariant subset and the configuration of the frustrations
have one-to-one correspondence. Quantities such as (A.6) and (A.7) can be writ
ten as functions of {<I>ijkl}'

Usual correlation functions are non-invariant:

(A,ll)

The quenched averages of them with respect to a symmetric probability distI'i
bution vanish. The following quantities[14] are, however, gauge-invariant:

(TkO"k . Tk(II Aij)Tl . TIO"I){Aij}
Pj;/

(O"k' (II Aij) . O"I){Aij}'
Pu

(A.12)

where r k1 denotes an arbitrary path of the bonds connecting the site k and the
site l, and II Aij denotes the product of all the A ij accompanied by the bonds

PH
along the path rk1 : See Figure 22. Owing to the property

II A ij = II <I>ijkl,
ao <ijkl>eo

(A.13)

it can be shown from (A.12) that such a product of correlation functions as follows
is also gauge-invariant, i. e. a function of {<Pijkl}: .

(A.14)
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see Figure 22. Especially, the squares of correlation functions

(A. IS)

are invariant; for example Equations (4.26) and (4.27).
On the other hand, with a symmetric probability distribution, quantities such

as follows vanish:

(A.16)

This property is used in the discussion below Equation (2.22).

B Decomposition Theorem

As Equation (4.32) in Section 4 , a simplification of calculations is possible. This
simplification is essential to solve the Edwards-Anderson model on the Bethe
lattice exactly in the paramagnetic phase. The following theorem 4 is mentioned
in Suzuki's paper[lO), but the proof of it is not very trivial.

Consider the two finite or infinite clusters OA and OB which contact with each
other only at the articulation point j: See Figure 23. Sonle nota.tions a.re defined
as follows:

1(.tot

where a = "tot" "A" "B"., ,

- L Jij (7i"(Jj,

<ij>Eil

- L' Jkl (7k(71,

<kl>Eil

- 1tA + 1(.B,

Tr ... e-/31to/

Tr e-/31-lOi '

(B.I )

(B.2)

(B.3)

(BA)

Figure 23: The two dusters OA and {lB.
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(B.5)

Theorem 1 Consider an arbitrary Ising-spin system on the clusters defined above.
Let Q and R be spin-operators on the clusters OA and OB correspondingly. The
following identity holds:

(QR) _ (Q)A(R)B + (Qaj)A(ajR)B
tot - 1 + (O"j)A(O"j)B .

The proof: Let 'If_j denote the trace with respect to all the spins except aj.
The partition function of the total systelTI can be written in the following fornl:

Z _ Tr e -/31ltot
tot

L (Tr_j e-/31iA )(Tr_j e-/31iB).

CTj=±l

In the case of aj. ±1 correspondingly,

(Tr 1~ O"j e-f31iA )(Tr 1~ O"j e-J31iB )

Z Zl±(aj)A l±(aj)B
A B' 2 . 2 '

where
Za =Tr e-/31i Ot for a = A, B.

(B.6)

(B.7)

(B.8)

(B.9)

The operators 1~ O"j in Equation (B.7) pick up only the case 0" = ±1 corre

spondingly. Substitution (B.7) in (B.6) yields

ZAZB
Zto t = 2 (1 + (aj) A ( aj ) B ) .

The similar calculation gives

(QR)~ot = L (Tr_ j Q e-/3'HA )(Tr_j R e-/31i B )
CTj=±l

ZAZB
2 «Q)A(R)B + (Qaj)A(ajR)B)'

From Equations (B.9) and (B.lO), we obtain

(QR)tot - (QR)rot
Ztot

in the form (B.5). Q.E.D.

(B.lO)

(B.Il)

Lenlma 2 Consider a spin operator S of an arbitrary Ising spin-glass system,
which satisfies the condition that the inequality I(S) I < 1 holds for all the bond
configurations at a temperature.
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1. It holds at that temperature that .

(B.12)

2. Especially, it holds at an arbitra1'y temperature that

(B.I3)

The proof: The concHtion I(S) I < 1 gives

(B.I4)

Taking the quenched-averages of it yields

(B.IS)

Q.E.D.

Lelnnla 3 Consider a spin operator S and a real non-singular function f of an
arbitra1'y Ising spin-glass system.

1. It holds that
[(S)2]av. = 0 ~ [(3) . flay. = o. (B.I6)

2.- In the case that the operator S satisfies the condition that the inequality
I(S) I < 1 holds for all the bond-configurations at a temperature, it holds at
that temperature that

(B.I7)

The proof: From Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, we obtain

(B.I8)

1. For n = 1, it gives

(B.I9)

2. Besides, for the operator S which satisfies the condition lllentioned above,
Lemma 2 yields

(B.20)

Q.E.D.
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Theorem 4 (Decomposition Theol-.eln) Consider the spin ope1'ators Q and
R of the Ising spin-glass system on the previously defined cluste1's OA and OB
correspondingly.

1. At a finite temperature, it holds that

2. In the case that the operators Q and R satisfy the condition that the in
equalities I(Q)I < 1, and I(R)I < 1 hold at a temperature for all the bond
configurations, it holds at that temperature that

[(Q)~]av. = [(R)~]av. = [(aj)~]av. = [(aj)~]av. = 0 ==>
[(QR)~ot]av. = [(Qaj)A]av. [(aj R)B]av. for Yn EN. (B.22)

The proof: At finite temperatures, we can set for all the bond-configurations

(QR)tot -

Therefore the expansion of Equation (B.5)

(Q)A(R)B + (Qaj)A(ajR)B
1 + (aj)A(aj)B

- {(Q)A(R)B + (Qaj)A(ajR)B}
00

x{1 + L(-1)k(aj)~(aj)~}
k=l

converges absolutely. This expansion yields for vn E N

[(QR):o.)av = [~1;0(Q)~(R)~(Qaj)A-I(ajR)B-1

x {E( -l)k(aj)~ (aj)~ }m] av

(B.23)

(B.24)

(B.25)

1. In the case of n = 1 or 2, the terms I = 1 or rn =1, 2 of Equation (B.25)
vanish owing to Lemma 3. The term that I = 2 and in = 0 vanishes because
of

[(Q)~(R)1]av. - [(Q)~]av.[(R)1]av. = o.
The remaining term gives (B.21).
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thermodyna.mic limit.

---'---- (a)
Figure 24: The fraction of the samples of (a) i= 0 in the paramagnetic phase.

2. Besides, for the operators Q and R which satisfy the condition mentioned
above, all the terms l > I or m > I vanish for vn E N owing to Lemma 3,
and Equati<?n (B.22) holds.

Q.E.D.
Though the ferromagneti~ transition may occur on some samples even in the

paramagnetic phase, it seems that Theorem 4 can be derived from Theoreln 1
formally on the assumption of (a) = o. This observation suggests that the fraction
of the samples of (a) =f:. 0 is vanishing in the thermodynamic limit: See Figure
24.

C Some Definitions of Critical Exponents

The definitions[2] of the exponent rj,"'I and lJ are listed here. The exponent rJ is
defined as follows:

(C.I)

The exponent "'Is is defined as follows:

XEA = ~ .L:[(a;aj?la., DC (T _ ~SG)~' as T ...... TSG + O. (C.2)
',)

The exponent v is defined by the behaviour of ~EA appearing in (C. I) as follows:

I .
~EA ex: (T _ T

sG
)'" as T -+ TSG + .0.

The following scaling-relation holds:

"'Is = (2 -7J)v.
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